Trips to Italy for Italian learners

Full immersion experience
CIAO!

Sono Roberta, I'm a qualified Italian teacher and language trips organizer.
I want to offer you the best experience to live like an Italian and boost your
Italian. This is not a school, it is a journey that allows you to experience the
language in every moment of your staying, in real life, not in the classroom.
Learning by living the language!

WHAT I OFFER

❋ trips for learners of the Italian language
❋ trips for individuals and small groups (maximum 10 people)
❋ experiences of daily Italian life and interactions with locals
❋ daily lessons, informal conversations, interactive activities
❋ cookery classes, traditional crafts courses
❋ tastings of typical products with locals.
❋ everyday excursions, city walks, nature walks
❋ the chance to practice the language with the Italians
❋ qualified tutors available at all time

TYPES OF TRIPS AND EXPERIENCES
✈ Trips organized for small groups of students with the same level of Italian.
✈ Tailored trips designed for individuals, families or small groups of friends with

common interests ( food festivals, harvest, music and opera festivals…)

✈ Full immersion for individuals with different needs (exam preparations,

business, job opportunity, relocation, moving to Italy, personalized programs
about art, culture, Italian cuisine, opera…)

WHERE
" I am based in Italy, in Viterbo. The area is called Tuscia (Northern Lazio,
between Rome and Tuscany) trips and full immersion experience are available
around all year in this location.
# Every year new itineraries (Puglia & Matera this year!)
$ Trips are available on request throughout Italy, we can plan together a tailored
trip depending on your needs and preferences. (Food festivals, music and opera
festivals, harvest…)

CONTACTS
% Roberta Capotondi

www.ritalyrealone.com
& roberta@ritalyrealone.com
' UK +44 (0)745 6663671
R.italy - Follow me!

IT +39 338 2660915
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TUSCIA is a stunning area between Rome and Tuscany. Green landscapes, enchanting Medieval villages,
Renaissance villas and natural spas characterise the Tuscia zone and its capital, Viterbo.
It is an oasis of good food and relaxation, where the rhythms of life from the mountains to the sea are dictated
by nature and the age-old customs of peasant life.

LEARNING ON THE SPOT Tuscia is a perfect escape from the city and from the tourist spots, whether you are
relaxing and enjoying the arts, nature or tasting food and wine. It is the right place to interact with locals and
improve your Italian. All students who came to the Tuscia area for a full immersion experience were surprisingly
amazed. What it makes this aerea perfect for students is staying in historical places plenty of arts but far from the
crowded. While they're enjoying the arts and nature they can taste the authentic Italian life. Practice and live the
culture and the language is the main goal of the this type of language trip.

( ☀ * + Tuscia is perfect during all seasons, the weather is mild and nature is various: mountains, woods
with chestnut and beech trees, countryside with vineyard and hazelnuts plantations, lakes, seaside beaches,
thermal pools with hot spring water, old medieval villages, what else?

Some places to visit in Tuscia
Viterbo, città dei Papi, Palazzo dei Papi, San Pellegrino, Churches and museums.
Renaissance villas, Castles and Italian gardens: Villa Farnese in Caprarola; Villa Lante in Bagnania; Sacro Bosco in
Bomarzo; Castello Ruspoli in Vignanello, Castello Orsini Odelscalchi.
Borghi and old villages like Civita di Bagnoregio, Tuscania, Bolsena, and many more…
Archeological sites, Roman aqueducts and amphitheaters, Etruscan tombs: Tarquinia, Vulci, Sutri, Ferento…
Tuscany and Umbria, only one hour by car: Pitigliano, Sorano and Sovana in Tuscany; Orvieto, Narni in Umbria.
Thermal swimming pools with hot spring water and spa resorts.
And many more! Have a look at the blog for more information about all places and itineraries.

www.ritalyrealone.com
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TUSCIA
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an oasis of good food and relax, it is a perfect escape from the city and the best place to interact with locals…
* JUNE 5 -10
* AUGUST
22 - 27
Lakes & Sea
In Tuscia lies a12-17
series of eyelet lakes filling the craters of extinct volcanoes: Vico, a wild lake surrounded by chestnut and
* SEPTEMBER
hazelnut trees
is the most visited by locals. Bolsena is the largest lake of volcanic origins in Italy, has two picturesque
* OCTOBER
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islands (Bisentina and Martana) in its centre. Many gorgeous and important villages are situated on the shore of this huge
lake. Bracciano is a popular swimming lake for Romans ringed by Medieval villages and its main town of Bracciano with
the glowering
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Castello650
Orsini–Odescalchi.
Off Bracciano’s southwest shore, there is a secret and peaceful
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Every day excursions, city walks and activities
Spring Water
Transfer
from/to Fiumicino Airport
The Tuscia has an important thermal area, all springing up around the Bullicame source of Viterbo, consisting of
Transports (by car) to all the cities we visit
various sulfur springs that are considered among the most abundant in Italy. The advantage lies in the chemical and
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Traditional pottery lesson or a walk with a photography course
Food, Wine & Products
Welcome dinner
From the mountains to the sea the Tuscia’s landscape is characterized by the presents of beech, oaks, chestnuts a
Museums
ticketsvineyards.
and guide
tours
hazelnuts, olives,
Tuscia
cuisine is linked to the its predominant products and valorises the characteristics of

neighbouring territories: Rome, Tuscany and Umbria.
The most traditional typical dishes are acquacotta and delicious soups with legumes. Pasta dishes are prepared with
homemade pasta (made with water and flour only), for instance lombrichelli, pasta straccia, gnocchi or strozzapreti, served with
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Among these products, first place goes to olive oil (Canino and Tuscia dop) but there are other products of excellence such
Depending of your needs or preferences. All B&B, apartments or boutique hotels are located next to each
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spa, B&B in a historical palace with terrace and garden.

Feasts and Traditions
Through the year, many Food Festivals called sagra, are celebrated in every village local products. Sagra is not just about
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the food, many of them are celebrating the harvest and have been running for decades, even centuries. In Tuscia there are
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with a the statue of the Patron Saint (Santa Rosa) on the top. One hundred men (known as the Facchini) carry the
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EXPERIENCE THE LANGUAGE AND THE CULTURE
, This trip is a great opportunity to experience the language on the road, along the area called Valle
d'Itria where we will visit some of the most famous and important places in the South Italy.

- This trip is designed for who want to explore new places, discover traditions and share the experience
with the group. We will share a private villa with Trulli and a swimming pool. We will share the
accommodation and we might prepare together mornings breakfast, some lunches or dinners while of
course, we will speak in Italian!

☀ ☀ June and September are the perfect months to be there. The sun is shining, the temperature is
perfect for all the activities, walking through cities or lying on the beach, it is not too hot and, at this time
of the year, it’s not too crowded.
. . . . . One of the places we cannot miss is for sure Alberobello and its Trulli, one of the UNESCO

World Heritage Sites. Trulli are traditional dry stone hut buildings with a conical roof. We will find some
great examples of Trulli also in other places such us Locorotondo, Martina Franca and Cisternino and in our
Villa! Another place no to be missed is the old city centre of Matera, appointed European Cultural Capital
for 2019, also UNESCO world heritage site. Matera isn’t technically located in Puglia but it’s just a one hour
away from Bari and it will be a unique experience you won’t forget.

/ 0

Along the beautiful coast, we will visit stunning little cities (white cities) characterized by low
houses and narrow streets in limestone rocks: Ostuni, Polignano a Mare, Monopoli, and others. We will
spend some time on the white sandy beaches of course!
1 2 We will taste local wine, olive oil, and food and we will learn how to cook traditional pasta
“orecchiette” and “taralli” with lunch and aperitivo with an Italian family.

Everything is designed to interact with locals and experience the culture.

Speciale Puglia e Matera 2019
WHEN #departures2019 for language trips in small groups
* JUNE 20 - 26
* SEPTEMBER 5-11

HOW MUCH #The course + accommodation + experiences: 950 euro
-

6 nights’ accommodation in private Villa with Trulli and swimming pool.
Transfer from/to Bari Airport
Welcome dinner
Transports (by car) to all the cities we visit
Every day excursions, city walks and activities
Traditional cookery lesson “le orecchiette” and lunch with an Italian family.
Traditional cookery lesson “I taralli” with wine/olive oil tasting
Traditional pottery lesson
- Italian lessons every day, aperitifs conversations, meetings with locals and other interactive experiences
- Italian tutors available all the time

-

THE GROUP

The trip is for maximum 10 people.
Level of Italian accepted is minimum A2.

ACCOMMODATION
The Villa has double rooms for couple or for single use (max 6 people). Common area: living room, kitchen,

patio and big garden with swimming pool surrounded by olive trees. Once the villa is fully booked, at just 5
minutes walk from the villa there is a B&B with Trulli and ensuite rooms with bathroom. Common areas and
swimming pool in the Villa can be used any time.

What is not included:
- Flight to and from Bari
- All meals or extra activities not mentioned
- Travel insurance

For more information about accommodations, itineraries, other details and bookings please emaIl me

roberta@ritalyrealone.com

Full immersion for individuals and tailored trips

FULL IMMERSION to improve faster and practice the language you’ve been studying in your country.
Immerse yourself in the culture, practice every day with the Italians, live the language avery minutes of your
staying with tailored experiences and personalized Italian lessons.
Whatever your reason for learning Italian a tailored full immersion experience with a personalized language
program is perfect for who need to reach their learning objectives quickly and effectively.
3 All over the year
3 Any lengths depending on the availabilities.
3 In Tuscia or all around Italy on request.
3 For individuals, families or small groups of friends with common interests.
♦ Business Italian
♦ Italian for opera singers or actors
♦ Exam preparations (Celi, Cils)
♦ Special occasion preparations (wedding, family reunions, relocation)
5 Interests: arts, music,opera,cinema, theatre, photography, craft, food and wine, Made in Italy…
5 Special events: opera, theatre, cinema or music festivals, photography, exhibitions, made in Italy fair.
5 Experiences: harvest and country feast, trekking and excursions, cookery lessons, wine tasting courses.

All tours, excursions, materials will be prepared to align with your personal learning goals with an attention to
individual skills. All lessons are carried out by a qualified Italian tutor and, when is necessary, with an expert’s
support from the different fields you choose.

Get your personalized full immersion program

roberta@ritalyrealone.com

